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Introduction
Selenium is an essential trace element that plays several crucial 

roles in mammalian physiology [1]. As an integral part of glutathione 
peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase enzyme, it works as a potent 
antioxidant agent and has been found to be involved in thyroid 
hormone metabolism and fertility improvement. Evidence suggests 
that selenium also plays a role in the prevention of several diseases 
including cardiovascular disease, arthritis, muscular dystrophy, and 
cystic fibrosis; in addition it is known to have anticancer activity [2]. 
Due to low therapeutic index of organic and inorganic selenium, the 
use of selenium in nanoparticle (NP) form is gaining a great deal 
of attention [3,4]. Chemically synthesized selenium nanoparticles 
(SeNPs) have been studied as a potential cancer therapeutic agent and 
drug carrier [5,6] with excellent antioxidant activity [7,8]. They 
appear to have physiological properties similar to those of other 
selenium compounds, such as sodium selenite, Semethylselenocysteine, 
and selenomethionine (SeMet) [2,3,7], although other physiological 
activities need to be studied further. It has been also reported that 
SeNPs have better bioavailability and less toxicity than other organic 
and inorganic selenocompounds [5,7,9]. Because of key advantages 
over chemical and physical synthesis, biological synthesis of NPs is 
rapidly becoming an important field for study. Biological synthesis is 
clean, non-toxic, and eco-friendly; additionally it utilizes less energy 
than chemical and physical synthesis with an efficient use of material 
without generation of harmful by-products [10]. In addition, there 
are two other major advantages of biologically synthesized NPs over 
those chemically synthesized: increased biocompatibility and much 
greater stability [11]. Many reports have demonstrated the biosynthesis 
of various metal and metalloid NP by bacteria, fungus, and other 
microorganisms, under metal or metalloid salt stress, respectively. 
Bacteria are known to produce metal, metalloid, and metal oxide NPs 
with various structures compositions, sizes, and densities. Many of 
these organisms synthesize NPs intracellularly but few extracellularly 
[11-16]. If fully developed, these biological systems could be utilized 
commercially for nanomaterial synthesis [17].

Unfortunately, the purity of the particles from this eco-friendly 
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Abstract
Selenium is reported to have excellent anticancer activity at higher doses. However, due to its low therapeutic 

index, it is desirable to have a selenium form with lesser toxicity even at high therapeutic dose; alternatively it would 
be progressive to attempt efficacious preparation at very low concentration. In this study, selenium nanoparticles were 
synthesized biologically by Bacillus licheniformis JS2, and a method was developed for extraction and purification 
of intracellular nanoparticles. Characterization of extracted nanoparticles for shape, size, and purity indicated that 
the particles were spherical with diameters ranging between 40 and 180 nm, composed of selenium and capped 
with a few functional groups that provide steric stability to them. These neutral charged, non-agglomerating selenium 
nanoparticles at a concentration as low as 2 µg Se/mL were efficacious in inhibiting proliferation and inducing caspase 
independent necrosis to human prostate adenocarcinoma cells (PC3) without causing any significant toxicity to human 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells.

synthesis process can be questionable. Since these particles are 
synthesized by microorganisms, there is a high possibility that the 
NPs produced are associated with the microorganism itself, various 
microbial cellular components, or both [15,16,18]. To overcome this 
problem, it is paramount to investigate improved extraction protocols. 
Recent efforts are focused on bacteria that synthesize NPs extracellularly 
or have used bacterial supernatants containing reductase enzymes 
and probably some other factors responsible for metal reduction 
and NP synthesis so that particles can be easily extract and are less 
likely to be associated with microbial components [15,19,20]. Many 
bacterial species have been reported to synthesize NPs very q u i c k l y 
and efficiently but intracellularly. However, because of the current 
unavailability of an efficient method for intracellular NP recovery and 
associated agglomeration issues [21], researchers cannot utilize the 
potential of these highly efficient bacteria and are more focused on 
extracellular NP-synthesizing microorganisms.

Here, we report a novel method for the extraction and purification 
of intracellular selenium NPs from the Gram positive bacteria Bacillus 
licheniformis JS2. We have developed a new procedure that 
utilizes lysozyme and a French press for complete bacterial cell lysis. 
This protocol is very efficient and allows the recovery of pure and 
clean intracellular SeNPs. 

Additionally, we studied the effect of these biogenic SeNPs on 
human prostate adenocarcinoma cell line PC3 and observed excellent 
necrosis inducing ability at very low selenium concentration without 
a significant effect on human peripheral blood mononuclear cell 
(hPBMC) viability.
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Materials and Methods
Microorganism and culture conditions

Bacterial strain Bacillus licheniformis JS2, isolated from seleniferous 
agricultural soil from Jainpur Village located in the Nawahshahr district 
(latitude 31°07’ N and longitude 76°08’ E) of Punjab, India, was used 
for SeNP synthesis under aerobic conditions. Bacteria was routinely 
cultivated and maintained on tryptic soya broth and agar plates at 37°C 
[22].

Reagents

Tryptic soya broth and agar were purchased from Hi-Media. 
Lysozyme, lauryl-sulfate (sodium dodecylsulfate, SDS), absolute 
ethanol, Histopaque-1077, and menadione were obtained from Sigma. 
Tris-buffer, HCl, 1-octanol, and chloroform were purchased from 
Merck. A silver staining kit for protein detection was purchased from 
Pierce Thermo Scientific, and the manufacturer’s protocol was followed. 
Type II Millipore water was used in all experiments. RPMI medium 
1640, F12K nutrient mixture medium, fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 
penicillin-streptomycin solution (Pen-Strep) were procured from 
Invitrogen for mammalian cell growth, maintenance, and experimental 
setup. All plastic ware for cell culture was purchased from Nunc. XTT 
sodium salt for the cell viability assay was purchased from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology. L-selenomethionine and an AnnexinV-FITC apoptosis 
detection kit were purchased from Calbiochem, and the manufacturer’s 
protocol was used. ApoTox-Glo Triplex assay kit was purchased from 
Promega and the manufacturer’s protocol was followed.

Synthesis and extraction of selenium nanoparticles

Bacillus licheniformis JS2 was used to synthesize SeNPs aerobically 

under 1.8 mM sodium selenite stress. A bacterial culture at 0.02 OD600 
was allowed to grow for 15 h at 200 RPM at 37°C in a 2 liters culture 
flask containing 600 mL of TSB medium. Cells were collected by 
centrifugation at 6000 × g for 10 min and then transferred to a 1 liter 
culture flask containing 300 mL of TSB medium supplemented with 1.8 
mM sodium selenite. Bacteria were allowed to grow for 5 h at 200 RPM 
at 37°C. Cells were collected by centrifugation at 12500 × g for 10 min 
and transferred to a 50 mL centrifuge tube. The pellet was washed and 
resuspended in 20 mL of sterile water. To this 120 µl of 100 mg/mL (12 
mg) lysozyme solution was added, and the tube was kept at 37°C for 
3 h. The culture was then crushed under high pressure (1500 Psi) in a 
French press. The resultant slurry containing both cell debris and NPs 
was washed four times at 15000 × g for 10 min with 1. 5 M Tris-HCl 
(pH 8.3) containing 1% SDS. The resultant pellet containing NPs and 
the insoluble cell wall fraction was washed and resuspended in 16 mL 
of sterile water. Aliquots of 4 mL were transferred to four high tensile- 
strength glass tubes (Schott GL18), and 2 mL of 1-octanol were added. 
The solution was mixed vigorously on a vortex mixture for few min 
and centrifuged at 2000 x g for 5 min at 4°C. The tubes were then kept 
undisturbed at 4°C for 24 h. The upper phase and interface containing 
the insoluble cell fraction were discarded, and the bottom water phase 
was transferred to a clean 50 mL centrifuge tube. This was washed 
sequentially with chloroform, absolute ethanol, 70 % ethanol, and water 
at 16000 × g. Collected NPs were resuspended in water and stored at 
4°C. NPs could also be resuspended and stored in 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 
7.4). 150 µg of these extracted and purified SeNPs were spread on tryptic 
soya agar plates to observe the cell lysis efficiency of the process.

Characterization of selenium nanoparticles

SeNPs were characterized for shape, size, and purity by using 
various spectrophotometric [dynamic light scattering (DLS), energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), Fourier transformed infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR)], microscopic [scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM)], and electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) techniques. Samples for TEM were prepared by placing 
a drop of NP suspension on carbon-coated copper grids. The images 
were visualized at 200 kV on a JEOL JEM 2100 TEM microscope. 
SEM samples were prepared by a standard fixation procedure used 
for bacterial visualization [20]. Images of nanoparticles were obtained 
on a Zeiss EVO 40 SEM microscope. EDX analysis of air-dried NP 
samples was performed on a Bruker AXS X-Flash Detector 4010 Energy 
Dispersive X-Ray Microanalyser to determine the composition and 
purity of the particles. The size distribution and surface charge on the 
SeNPs were measured in a suspension on a Zetasizer Nano ZS particle 
analyzer (Malvern). FTIR (Thermo Scientific NICOLET iS10) studies 
in the range of 800 cm-1 to 3500 cm-1 were performed to determine the 
functional groups on the NPs.

Quantification of selenium

Extracted SeNPs were digested overnight with 3:1 nitric/
perchloric acid. Digested samples were analyzed in an atomic 
absorption spectrophotometer (AA-6800, Shimadzu) to determine the 
concentration of selenium present. An air-acetylene (oxidizing) flame 
and selenium cathode lamp were used and a wavelength of 196 nm was 
selected to measure absorption of incident light.

Protein-NP association

The NP sample was denatured at 95°C for 10 min in gel loading 
buffer then electrophoresed on 15 % SDS-PAGE at 12 mA. Silver staining 
was performed to analyze the proteins associated with the NPs.

a

b

Organic phase
(Containing insoluble cell

debris)

Aqueous phase
(Extracted nanoparticles)

Figure 1: (a) Extraction of purified SeNPs by a two-phase water-octanol 
extraction system. (b) 150 µg purified SeNPs spread on TSA plate showing 
absence of viable bacterial cell(s) in NP sample.
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Stability of NPs at physiological temperature, pH and buffer 
conditions

NPs were tested for agglomerate formation at physiological 
temperature and pH. Extracted NPs were kept undisturbed at 37°C for 5 
h in various concentrations of bicarbonate buffer, 0. 1 M, 0. 01 M, and 0. 
001 M, pH 7.4. Accumulation of NPs at the bottom of microcentrifuge 
tube was used as a sign of agglomerate formation.

Cell lines and cell culture

A human prostate adenocarcinoma cell line (PC3) was obtained 
from the National Centre for Cell Science, Pune, India. The cells were 
grown in F12K media supplemented with penicillin (100 units/mL), 
streptomycin (50 units/mL), and fetal bovine serum (10 %), at 37°C in a 
humidified incubator with 5% CO2. 

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (hPBMC) were 
isolated from healthy volunteers by Ficoll-Hypaque (Histopaque-1077) 
density gradient centrifugation. Cells were maintained in RPMI 1640 
medium supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, penicillin (100 units/mL), 
streptomycin (50 units/mL), and fetal calf serum (10%), at 37°C in a 
humidified incubator with 5 % CO2.

XTT assay

Cell viability was determined by quantifying the ability of cells to 
convert water-soluble XTT sodium salt [2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-
5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide] to a water-soluble, 
orange-colored formazan product. PC3 cells were seeded with F12K 
medium in 96-well tissue culture plates at a density of 3. 5 X 103 cells 
per well. After 24 h of resting period at 37°C, cells were treated with 
SeNPs or SeMet at various concentrations, 1, 2, 4, and 6 µg Se/mL, 
and cultured for 24 h at 37°C. After the addition of 100 µl of freshly 
prepared XTT solution (0.5 mg/mL) supplemented with menadione 
(final concentration 1 µM) to each well, cells were incubated for 3 
h at 37°C. Plates were then analyzed at 490 nm on a BioTek Power 
Wave Microplate reader. Production of an orange color in this assay 
corresponds to cell viability. Respective morphological responses 
to selenium treatment were visualized at 40 X under bright field in 
Olympus IX71 microscope.

Flow cytometry

PC3 cells were seeded in 12-well plates at a density of 2×105 cells per 
well in F12K medium supplemented with 10% FBS and kept at rest for 
24 h at 37°C. After the rest period, hPBMC isolated from the blood of 
healthy volunteers were seeded in RPMI medium supplemented with 10 
mM HEPES and 10 % FCS in 12-well tissue culture plates at a density 
of 5×105 cells per well. Both the cell types were treated with SeNPs or 
SeMet at a concentration of 2 µg Se/mL, and incubated for 24 h. Cells 
were harvested, and an AnnexinV-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit was 
used to stain cells with annexin V and propidium iodide according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. Cells were acquired in a BD AccuriC6 
Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences). The data analysis was performed 
with FlowJo software.

Caspase-3/7 activity

Caspase-3/7 activity was determined by providing a luminogenic 
caspase-3/7 substrate, containing the tetra peptide sequence DEVD, to 
the NP treated cells. PC3 cells were seeded in 96-well opaque walled 
plate at a density of 8×103 cells per well in F12K medium supplemented 
with 10 % FBS and kept at rest for 24 h at 37°C. Fresh hPBMC isolated 
from the blood of healthy volunteers were seeded in RPMI medium 

supplemented with 10 mM HEPES and 10% FCS at a density of 
20×103 cells per well. Both the cell types were treated with SeNPs at a 
concentration of 2 µg Se/mL, and incubated for 12 h at 37°C. ApoTox-
Glo Triplex assay kit was used according to manufacturer’s instructions. 
Glow-type luminescent signal proportional to the amount of caspase 
activity was measured by GloMax®-96 Microplate Luminometer.

Ethics statement (Human PBMC)

hPBMC were obtained and used strictly according to the ethical 
guidelines for biomedical research on human subjects by the Central 
Ethics Committee on Human Research, Indian Council of Medical 
Research-2000 as well as the standards in the Declaration of Helsinki. 
Written information about the study and the written consent were in the 
native language of the subject (English, Hindi, and Punjabi).

Statistical analysis

The data represented here are the mean ± SEM from at least three 
independent experiments. Statistical significances were examined using 
two-tailed Student’s t-test.

Results
Synthesis, extraction, purification, and characterization of 
SeNPs

SeNPs were synthesized by the intracellular conversion of toxic 
selenite ions (Se+4) into nontoxic elemental SeNPs (Se0) under aerobic 
conditions by the bacterium Bacillus licheniformis JS2 [22]. A method 
reported by Shakibaie and colleagues was applied for recovery of 
intracellular SeNPs. However, we found that the NPs obtained by this 
method were associated with the bacteria and formed agglomerates after 
recovery (Supplementary Figure 1).

We improved the cell lysis procedure and recovered intracellular 
SeNPs by bacterial cell lysis using lysozyme and French press, cleaned 
by successive washes with Tris-HCl buffer and finally separated from 
insoluble debris by two-phase water-octanol extraction (Figure 1a). 
Spreading of purified and cleaned SeNPs on TSA plate showed no 
bacterial (Bacillus) growth indicating the cell lysis process is highly 
efficient (Figure 1b).

DLS data indicate the size distribution of the SeNPs ranged from 
40 to 180 nm (Figure 2a). No charge was observed on the surface of the 
SeNPs by a Zeta potential measurement (Figure 2b). The particles were 
found to be stable at physiological temperature and pH. When kept at 
37°C for 5 h in various concentration of bicarbonate buffer, the particles 
with no charge on the surface did not form agglomerates, whereas the 
negatively charged particles (-29 mV) agglomerated and settled to the 
bottom of the tube (Figure 2c).

Electron microscopy was performed to determine the exact structure 
and size of the SeNPs. SEM and TEM images (Figure 3a and 3b) showed 
that the particles are spherical in shape with an average diameter of 120 
nm and did not forming aggregates. EDX spectra of the SeNPs indicated 
that the particles are composed of only selenium (Figure 3c).

 SDS-PAGE of SeNPs (50 µg Se) followed by silver staining suggests 
there are few bacterial proteins associated with the NPs. Protein bands of 
70 KDa and ~50 KDa were visible although the quantity of protein was 
very low (Figure 4a). FTIR analysis showed that the particles have some 
functional groups attached to their surfaces. Most of the peaks represent 
protein or peptide groups: the peak at 3405 cm-1 corresponds to the N-H 
stretch; the peaks at 2917 and 2849 cm-1 represent the C-H stretch; the 
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peaks at 1633, 1462, and 1384 cm-1 were assigned to the amide bond; 
and the peak at 1050 cm-1 was assigned to the C-O stretch (Figure 4b).

Effect of biogenic SeNPs on prostate cancer cell viability
The effect of SeNPs on PC3 cell viability was studied by performing 

an XTT assay on cells cultured in the presence of various concentrations 
of the SeNPs. We found that the SeNPs reduced the viability of the 
prostate cancer cell line PC3 at all the concentrations tested, 1, 2, 4, and 
6 µg Se/mL. Only 45 % cell viability was observed at 6 µg Se/mL. Because 
SeMet is the major dietary supplement form of selenium, it was used as a 
control and caused no significant decrease in cell viability (Figure 5a). In 
support to XTT results, bright field micrograph of selenium treated PC3 
cells confirms the cellular damage on SeNP treatment. Most of the cells 
lost their typical morphology, became shrunken. Detachment of cells 
from the plate surface has been observed after SeNP treatment. Decrease 
in the adherent cell number was observed with the increase in SeNP 

concentration, whereas, no change was observed in SeMet treated cells 
(Figure 5b).

Biogenic SeNPs induce late apoptosis and/or necrosis in PC3 
cancer cells

To determine if the reduction in cell viability of PC3 cells treated with 
SeNPs was caused by induction of apoptosis or necrosis, we performed 
AnnexinV-FITC and propidium iodide (PI) staining after treating the 
PC3 cells for 24 h with SeNPs or SeMet at a concentration of 2 µg Se/mL. 
hPBMC were used as a non-cancerous control. Fluorescence-activated 
cell sorting (FACS) analysis suggested that at a very low concentration, 2 
µg Se/mL, the SeNPs induced late apoptosis and/or necrosis in PC3 cells 
(Figure 6a). At this concentration of SeNP no significant apoptosis or 
necrosis was seen in hPBMCs (Figure 6b).

 To find the mechanism of cell death ApoTox-Glo triplex assay 
was performed on NP treated PC3 cells and hPBMC to measure 
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Figure 2: (a) DLS analysis of SeNPs showing the size distribution of particles. Data indicates particles are polydisperse, with sizes ranging from 40 nm to 180 nm. 
(b) Zeta potential analysis showing the charge distribution on the SeNPs. The charge on the particles was found to be zero. (c) Comparison of the stability of SeNPs 
at 37°C after 5 h of incubation in different concentration of sodium bicarbonate buffer (pH 7. 4). Micro centrifuge tube (a), (b), and (c) are filled with biologically 
synthesized SeNPs having surface charge of -29 mV resuspended in bicarbonate buffer 0. 1 N, 0. 01 N and 0. 001 N respectively. Tube (d), (e), and (f) are filled 
with biologically synthesized SeNPs having surface charge of 0 mV resuspended in bicarbonate buffer 0. 1 N, 0. 01 N and 0. 001 N respectively. Particles having 
the surface charge settled due to agglomeration at 37°C.
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the caspase-3/7 activity. In support to the FACS result, decreased 
luminescence signals was observed in PC3 cells treated with 2 µg Se/mL 
SeNP for 12 h, suggests low caspase activity in these cells in comparison 
to untreated cells. While no change in the luminescence was observed in 
hPBMC. Results implicate that SeNPs are able to induce cytotoxicity in 
cancerous cells through caspase independent necrotic pathway with no 
cytotoxicity to non-cancerous hPBMC.

Discussion
Commercial physical and chemical processes for NP synthesis are 

not ecofriendly and thus create a burden on our environment. Therefore, 
there is a growing need to replace these processes with a green synthesis 
method. In this study, we used the bacterial strain Bacillus licheniformis 
JS2 for the biological synthesis of SeNPs. In this bacterium the SeNPs 
are synthesized intracellularly. We developed an improved method for 
the recovery of intracellular NPs and compared the toxicity of these 
biogenic SeNPs on human prostrate adenocarcinoma cell line PC3 
and hPBMC. Biologically synthesized SeNPs were toxic to PC3 cells 
by inducing necrosis; however, they appeared to be without significant 
toxicity to hPBMC.

 Extraction of intracellular NPs is challenging because of the difficulty 

in separating the particles from the cell components. Consequently, no 
efficient method for this extraction has been reported yet. Shakibaie et 
al. [21] have reported a method for intracellular NP recovery that uses 
liquid nitrogen and sonication for bacterial cell lysis. However, we found 
this method was not effective in lysing all bacterial cells and resulted in 
association of microbes, both dead and alive, with the extracted NPs. In 
addition, the extracted particles formed agglomerates. 

We performed cell lysis using lysozyme and a French press at 1500 
psi. This method is highly effective for obtaining complete lysis. After 
removal of all soluble cytosolic fractions by Tris-HCl washes, a two-
phase extraction system of water-octanol was used for NP recovery. 
Water-octanol has already been reported as a good partitioning system 
for the removal of cell wall debris, denatured proteins, and most 
polysaccharides found in living systems [23]. This procedure resulted in 
very pure SeNPs with no associated bacteria and only a minute quantity 
of protein, as confirmed by SEM, EDX, TEM, SDS-PAGE, and FTIR 
analyses. This appears to be the most successful method for the recovery 
of intracellular NPs reported thus far. 

DLS, SEM, and TEM analyses indicate these NPs do not form 
agglomerates. We observed an interesting result from Zeta potential 
analysis that showed a neutral charge on the NP surface. Even while 
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carrying the neutral charge, these particles were stable, not forming 
agglomerates at physiological temperature, pH and buffer condition for 
5 h, compared to negatively charged particles. As these NPs were more 
stable at physiological conditions, we hypothesized that the SeNPs may 
be sterically stabilized. In support to our hypothesis, SDS- PAGE and 
silver staining results showed that the particles were associated with 
some protein, although the quantity of protein was very low (Figure 4a). 
In addition, FTIR analysis showed that the SeNPs have some functional 
groups attached to the surface (Figure 4b). These findings indicate that 
our NPs have a polymer and/or protein coating on their surface which 
provides steric stability to them, as reported previously [24]. 

Selenium has been shown to be an anticancer agent especially 

for prostate, colon, and lung cancers. However, the anticancer effect 
is seen at high doses that adversely affect cell homeostasis and cause 
severe toxicity [2,3]. As the difference between the effective and toxic 
concentrations of selenium is very marginal, it is vital to maintain the 
correct amount of selenium to treat the cancer but not cause toxicity. 
Reports on nano-sized selenium suggest it has similar anticancer 
activity with excellent bioavailability and lower toxicity compared to 
other organic and inorganic selenium compounds [3,4,7,25]. In this 
study we show that a concentration of 2 µg Se/mL of biogenic SeNPs 
is very effective in inducing necrosis in PC3 cells via caspase-3/7 
independent necrotic pathway. This is significantly different from 
other reports that suggest that SeNPs are able to induce cytotoxicity to 
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the same extent at 100 µg/mL concentration [21]. The SeNPs in those 
reports had a surface charge and formed aggregates, which may have 
led to less availability and efficacy resulting in the requirement for a 
high concentration to induce apoptosis or necrosis in cancerous cells. 
The biogenic SeNPs in this report are sterically stabilized and do not 
form aggregates at physiological conditions, which appears to lead to 
improved effectiveness. These results suggest that sterically stabilized 
SeNPs could be a potential candidate for cancer chemotherapy and 

chemoprevention. Further studies on the pathway behind the induction 
of necrosis are needed to investigate this potential.

Conclusions
Use of lysozyme and a French press for bacterial cell lysis followed 

by an organic-aqueous extraction system is a more successful method 
for recovery of intracellular NPs then previously used techniques. By 
using this extraction procedure we obtained pure and clean, sterically 
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stabilized SeNPs from Bacillus licheniformis JS2. Compared to the 
commercially available selenium supplement SeMet, these NPs are 
very effective in inducing necrosis via caspase independent necrotic 
pathway in human prostate adenocarcinoma cells without affecting the 
viability of hPBMC. To the best of our knowledge this is the first report 
of uncharged, sterically stabilized biogenic SeNPs that do not form 
aggregate at physiological conditions and are highly efficacious and 
specific against prostate cancer at concentration as low as 2 µg Se/mL.
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